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CENTER MORICHES TEACHERS' CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1, 1998
TO AUGUST 31, 2002
PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967; Public Employees' Fair
Employment Law Article 14 of the Civil Service Law, and to encourage effective and harmonious
working relationships between the Center Moriches Board of Education and the professional staff
in order that the cause of public education may best be served in Center Moriches, THIS
AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO on THIS DAY OF by and
between the Board of Education of Center Moriches Union Free School District and the Center
Moriches Teachers' Association.
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CMTA SEPTEMBER 1,1998 -AUGUST 31, 2002
ARTICLE 1 -DEFINITIONS
As used in this agreement:
H.
A. The term "Board" shall mean the Board of Education, Center Moriches Union Free
School District, Town of Brookhaven, Suffolk County, New York.
B. The term "Association" shall mean the Center Moriches Teachers' Association.
C. The term "teacher" shall mean all certified professional personnel included in the
negotiating unit.
D. "Administrative level" shall mean the position of principal or other full-time
supervisory position.
E. The term "professional" shall mean any person holding a valid certificate issued by
the New York State Department of Education or occupying a position requiring
same.
F. The term "para-professional" shall mean non-certified personnel aiding the teacher.
G. "Teacher Assistant" means one who is certified as a Teacher Assistant according to
the regulations of the Commissioner of Education.
The term "consultation" shall mean a meeting for the purpose of exchanging views.
ARTICLE 2 - RECOGNITION
The Center Moriches Board of Education, having determined that the Center Moriches Teachers'
Association is supported by a majority of the teachers, teacher assistants and registered nurses in the
unit composed of all professional certificated personnel except the chief executive officer, building
principals and administrative assistants, hereby recognizes the Center Moriches Teachers'
Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for the teachers, teacher assistants and registered
nurses in such unit. Such recognition shall extend for the maximum period of time permitted under
Section 208 of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act of 1967.
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ARTICLE 3 -DUES AND PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
A. The Board agrees to deduct from the salaries of its teachers dues for the Center Moriches
Teachers' Association, the New York State United Teachers, and the American Federation
of Teachers as said teachers individually and voluntarily authorize the Board to deduct, and
to transmit the monies promptly to the Association. Authorization shall be in writing in a
form mutually agreed upon, with the Association accepting the responsibility for the
collection and forwarding of these forms. These shall be the only choices for dues deduction.
B. The Association shall certify to the Board in writing the current rate of membership dues of
the associations named in Section A above. The Association shall give the Board thirty (30)
days written notice prior to the effective date of any such change. In no event shall the rates
of membership dues be changed during the year for which they are established.
C. Deductions referred to in Section A shall be made in equal installments from the 3rd through
20th pay periods inclusive. The Board shall not be required to honor for deduction any
authorizations that are delivered to it later than two (2) weeks prior to the distribution of the
payroll from which the deductions are to be made.
D. One week prior to the distribution of the payroll from which deductions will begin, the Board
shall provide the Association with a list of those teachers who have voluntarily authorized
the Board to deduct dues for the Associations named in Section A. Personnel hired after the
dues deduction has begun shall be entitled to dues deduction for the remainder of the period.
E. The Board agrees that it shall not accord dues deductions or similar check-off rights to any
other teacher organization.
F. Dues deductions shall be automatic once the authorization is given by the teacher until such
authorization is withdrawn. Two weeks notice must be given to the Business Office if such
authorization is to be withdrawn.
The Board agrees to accord payroll deduction privileges for annuities and/or deposits in the
Teachers' Federal Credit Union.
ARTICLE 4 - TEACHER AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. The principal of each school building shall meet as required with Association representatives
for each building to discuss school operations and questions relating to the operation of this
Agreement. Proposed changes in existing policies and procedures and new policies and
procedures for each school shall be appropriate subjects for discussion at such meetings.
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ARTICLE 4 -TEACHER AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS, continued
B. The Board and Association have the right to request and receive from each other, within a
reasonable period of time, information, statistics, and records relevant to negotiations or
necessary for the proper administration or enforcement of this Agreement which are not of
a confidential nature and not readily available to the requesting party.
C. Whenever the Board or its representatives begin consideration of the proposed school budget
for the coming year, notice shall be given to the Association, and opportunity shall be given
the Association for a consultation on items of mutual interest.
D. The Superintendent of Schools and representatives of the Association shall meet five (5)
times a year at regularly scheduled intervals to discuss matters concerning the
implementation of this Agreement and other matters of mutual concern. The first meeting
shall be called by the Association president during late September or early October. The
schedule for the remaining meetings shall be set at this meeting. Additional special meetings
may be held to cope with special or emergency situations as the need arises..
E. If representatives of the Association are scheduled by the parties to this Agreement to
participate during working hours in conferences, meetings or negotiations, mutually
. satisfactoryprovisions shall be made for their absence from the classroom.
F. A copy of the agenda of Board meetings will be forwarded to the Association. When there
are other items known in advance, and not appearing on the agenda, which may be
reasonably expected to lead to action on matters of consequence to or directly affecting
teachers, prior notice shall be given to the Association. This does not apply to background
information supplied for the Board's consideration. The president or representatives of the
Association shall have the right to attend all public Board meetings.
G. The Association as the exclusive representative of the teachers shall, upon advance written
request to the Board, be given a reasonably early place upon the agenda of public Board
meetings. The president or representative ofthe Center Moriches Teachers' Association shall
have the right to inspect the minutes of the Board of Education and request copies of specific
sections of the minutes.
H. The Superintendent of Schools shall arrange for the Association to be given a place on the
agenda of the opening day orientation program.
1. All funds - federal, state or local - above and beyond the funds anticipated at the time the
budget is approved, which become available and are not specifically assigned or limited by
the source, shall be made known to the Association. Proposals utilizing such funds shall be
mutually framed by the Superintendent of Schools and representatives of the Association for
submission to the Board for final approval.
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ARTICLE 4 -TEACHER AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS, continued
J. No existing Board policies, instructions or handbooks shall in any way limit the rights
granted teachers in this Agreement. This Agreement shall not be interpreted or applied to
deprive teachers of professional advantages heretofore enjoyed unless expressly stated
herein.
K. No one shall interfere with the performance of the teachers' duties unless unusual or
emergency conditions prevail. This includes use of the public address system during
regularly scheduled classes.
L. The Association shall have the use of school buildings, facilities and equipment, provided
that such use shall not interfere with regular school operations and shall be approved in the
normal manner provided for in school district policy. Duly authorized representatives of the
Association shall, with the approval of the Superintendent of Schools, transact official
organization business on school property at reasonable times.
M. If a supervisor requests a meeting where a teacher may be reprimanded, warned, or otherwise
disciplined, the supervisor shall advise the teacher that he/she has the right to have a duly
authorized representative of the Association present at the meeting. The teacher shall have
the right to postpone the meeting for a reasonable period of time pending availability of an
Association representative. The meeting, however, may not be postponed beyond the close
of the school day. The Association shall notify the Superintendent of Schools of the names
of the CMTA officers and building representatives.
N. The Association shall have the right to post notices of its activities and matters of
Association concern on teachers' bulletin boards. The Association may use teacher mail
boxes for communications to teachers. Announcements of meetings may be listed in school
activity bulletins, and the public address system may be used for announcing time and place
of meetings.
O. The Board shall provide a budgetary item for the purpose of purchasing reference materials
for teachers, which shall be housed in the school libraries or other appropriate locations
within the limitations of space and personnel available. A selection committee comprised
of persons representing the Association, school librarians, and the administration shall be
entrusted with the task of screening the requests received from professional staff members
for purchase within the budgetary limitation. The library chairperson shall call the first
meeting during the first part of October and act as chairperson of this committee.
The Board or its administrative representative shall confer from time to time with
Association representatives regarding the improvement of the selection and use of
educational materials, books and equipment. All reasonable steps within the budgetary
7
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ARTICLE 4 -TEACHER AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS, continued
limits shall be taken toward implementation of recommendations arising out of such
discussions.
Q. The Association shall be provided with copies of up-to-date Board policies; and all new
policies will be forwarded as they are adopted.
ARTICLE 5 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
The grievance procedure for employees shall be as follows:
The grievance procedure shall be used as a last resort in resolving employee problems. It is
understood that before resorting to this procedure, every attempt shall be made to resolve conflicts
and difficulties through discussion between the parties concerned, in an atmosphere which is both
considerate and fair. However, the Board recognizes that when such attempts are not successful and
a real grievance exists, the formal machinery of this procedure shall be brought to bear in the
solution of the problem.
1. A grievance is a dispute between the parties as to the meaning, interpretation or application
of the provisions of this Agreement. It shall be available to all employees, groups of
employees, or the Association, who believe themselves aggrieved. A grievance must be
inititated within 45 days ofwhen the teacher or the CMTA should have known of the alleged
violation.
2. Employees utilizing this procedure shall be free from coercion, interference, restraint,
discrimination, or reprisal of any kind.
3. Employees shall be entitled to representation by any designated person or persons during any
phase of this procedure.
4. This procedure shall not be used as a method of formulating policy, changing rules or
regulations, or circumventing provisions of state statutes relating to tenure, retirement,
compensation, or disciplinary proceedings.
5. Copies of all written material, such as documented grievance statements, appeal requests, and
decisions rendered, shall be filed with the Clerk of the Board of Education immediately after
they have been served or issued.
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ARTICLE 5 -GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE, continued
STAGE ONE
An employee shall present a written statement of the grievance to his/her immediate supervisor,
outlining and documenting the basis of the complaint. The immediate supervisor shall acknowledge
receipt of the statement and answer it with a written statement within 48 hours of said receipt, giving
his/her resolution of the stated grievance. .
STAGE TWO
If the grievance has not been resolved as a result of the action taken in Stage One, the employee may
request in a written statement, a review by the Superintendent of Schools. This request shall be
made within seven (7) days after the receipt of the decision rendered in Stage One. A formal hearing
shall be granted within seven (7) days of the receipt of the fully documented appeal statement, and
a written decision rendered and delivered to the employee within 48 hours after such hearing.
STAGE THREE
If the grievance has not been resolved as a result of the second stage, the employee may request, in
a written statement, a review of the determination of the Superintendent of Schools by the Board of
Education. This appeal shall be served on an officer of the Board within seven (7) days following
the rendering of the decision in Stage Two. If so requested in the appeal, the Board will hold a
formal hearing within fourteen (14) days. A decision of the Board shall be made known no later than
seven (7) days following said hearing.
STAGE FOUR - BINDING ARBITRATION
A. Any grievance as defined in Subsection 1 above, which is not settled through the grievance
procedure, may be submitted by the Association to binding arbitration, provided that the
Association notifies the Superintendent of Schools within ten (10) school days from the date
of receipt of the written denial of the grievance in Stage Three. Ifno such notice is received
by the Superintendent of Schools within ten (10) days, the grievance shall be considered
automatically settled on the basis of the decision given in Stage Three.
B. The Association and the Superintendent may agree upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator.
If they are unable to agree, the grievance may be submitted pursuant to the rules and
procedures of the American Arbitration Association within fourteen (14) days of such
Impasse.
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ARTICLE 5 -GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE, continued
C. The arbitrator shall be limited to ruling on grievances as defined hereinabove. The arbitrator
shall have no power to add to, subtract from, supplement or modify in any way any of the
provisions of this Agreement.
D. The arbitrator's recommendation shall be made in writing and shall be rendered within thirty
(30) days after the hearings are officially closed and/or the date post-briefs are filed by either
side.
E. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding.
F. The costs of such arbitration shall be borne equally by the parties.
ARTICLE 6 - TEACHER EMPLOYMENT AND RECRUITMENT
The Board and the Association agree that:
A. Every effort shall be made to recruit teachers who are certified and supply evidence of
scholarship and appropriate academic preparation.
B. The Board shall do everything in its power to attract personnel of the highest quality to teach
in the Center Moriches Union Free School District.
C. Department Chairpersons and appropriate area and grade level teachers agree to participate
when requested in the process of hiring teachers, including substitutes who are to be
employed for an extended period of time. These staff members may be requested to provide
written recommendations which shall receive consideration by the Board or its representative
before final selection. A list of appropriate subject area and grade level teachers will be
provided by the Association for the summer vacation.
Teachers may submit names and recommendations of other teachers and substitutes who are
available for employment in the District.
ARTICLE 7 - PROMOTIONS AND VACANCIES
A. All professional promotional positions shall be filled pursuant to the following procedures:
1. Such vacancies shall be adequately publicized, which shall mean, as a minimum, that
a notice shall be posted in each school clearly setting forth a description of and the
10
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ARTICLE 7 -PROMOTIONS AND VACANCIES, continued
qualifications for the position, including the duties and salary. During summer vacation, notices
shall be mailed to all members of the professional staff.
2. Such notices shall be posted or mailed as far in advance as possible, ordinarily at
least (30) days before the final date when applications must be submitted, and in no
event less than two weeks before such date.
3. Teachers who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their applications in
writing to the Board or its authorized agent within the time limit specified in the
notice.
4. Such vacancies shall be filled on the basis of qualifications for the vacant position.
However, when applicants are equally qualified, preference shall be given to teachers
currently employed in the Center Moriches Union Free School District.
B. Promotional positions are defined as follows: positions paying a salary differential, positions
on the administrative level, and positions involving direct supervision of professional or
paraprofessional personnel.
C. All appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings shall be made without regard to
age, race, creed, color, religion, nationality, sex, marital status, and position on the salary
schedule.
D. All openings for summer school, adult education, home teaching, and federal programs shall
be posted in each school as early as possible, normally thirty (30) days before the start of
such programs, but in any event not later than ten (10) days prior to the start of such
programs. Teachers who have applied for such programs shall be notified of the action taken
regarding their applications as early as practicable.
E. Preference in filling positions in summer school, adult education, and federal programs shall
be given to regularly employed teachers in the Center Moriches Union Free School District
unless a more qualified applicant is desired and available outside the district.
F. Home teaching assignments shall be offered first to the regular classroom teacher and
subsequently to regular employed teachers of the Center Moriches Union Free School
District.
11
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ARTICLE 8 -TEACHER ASSIGNMENT
A. Teachers shall be notified in writing of their programs for the coming school year during the
last month of the current school year. Teachers shall receive as much advance notification
as possible of any changes of assignment which may subsequently occur. In addition,
teachers shall be given an explanation of the reason or reasons for the change.
B. Teachers shall be assigned in accordance with the regulations of the State Education
Department and the Education Laws of the State of New York.
C. Teacher assignments and transfers shall be made without regard to age, race, creed, color,
religion, nationality, sex, marital status, and position on the salary schedule. Requests for
assignment changes will be honored whenever possible.
ARTICLE 9 - TEACHER EVALUATION
A. All monitoring or observation of the work performance of teachers shall be conducted openly
and with the full knowledge of the teachers. The use of public address, audio systems, and
other surveillance devices for teacher evaluation shall be prohibited, unless there is mutual
. agreementas to their use.
B. Teachers shall be given a copy of any official, written evaluation report prepared by their
supervisors as authorized by the Board of Education, and shall have the right to discuss such
report with their supervisors before it is forwarded to Central Administration or placed in
their files.
C. The appropriate subject area or grade level teachers shall be consulted in the evaluation of
teachers for tenure. Those consulted shall be responsible for providing written
recommendations as requested by the administration.
D. All methods of teacher evaluation to be used shall be adopted in consultation with
Association representatives from the appropriate grade level or levels.
E. No teacher shall be reprimanded, discharged or otherwise disciplined unless the reasons are
just, sufficient, and in compliance with New York State Law.
A.
ARTICLE 10 - EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS
Extra-curricular activities shall be defined as any activities with children performed by
teachers after school hours and not covered under Article 11.
12
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ARTICLE 10 - EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND ASSIGNMENTS, continued
B. All extra-curricular activity assignments shall be made by the Board of Education. Teachers
may apply for such assignments by making application to the Superintendent of Schools no
later than two (2) weeks after such notification is communicated to the CMTA. The Board,
however, reserves the right to appoint appropriate person(s) from outside the professional
staff after considering the recommendations of the Superintendent of Schools.
C. Extra-curricular activities shall be compensated for as shown in Schedule E which is attached
hereto and made a part of this Agreement. The Board reserves the right to alter by deletion
or addition, after consultation with the Association, the list shown in Schedule D if the need
should arise.
D. The Board agrees to notify the CMTA of all new clubs or activities as they are given Board
approval.
E. Assignments to extra-curricular activities shall be made by October 1.
F. Coaches will be paid in full at the end of the appropriate sports season. Advisors shall
receive half pay at the half year and the remainder at the end of the school year, upon
notification to the immediate supervisor of completion of the assignment.
G. Chaperoning of administratively-approved social activities, such as dances, sports events,
etc., is classified as extra-curricular and shall be voluntary on the part of the teacher. All
chaperoning arrangements shall be the responsibility of the building principal and hislher
designee.
H. After assignments have been made, the list of unassigned or vacant activities shall be
distributed to all teachers. In the event that a club or activity does not function after an
assignment has been made, and that club or activity is discontinued for the year, notice of
such discontinuance shall be sent to the president of the Association and posted in
appropriate locations.
Unused funds from activities that are not active in any given year shall be apportioned to the
advisors of clubs or activities approved by the Board but not currently listed in Schedule E.
ARTICLE 11 - TEACHING HOURS AND DAYS
A. The nonnal school day for teachers shall be defined as starting 15 minutes for elementary
teachers and 10 minutes for secondary teachers prior to the beginning of the students' school
day. The elementary teachers' day shall be six (6) hours and fifty (50) minutes in length and
13
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ARTICLE 11 -TEACHING HOURS AND DAYS, continued
include thirty (30) minutes after the student day to be used for meetings, extra help, record
keeping, and other duties associated with the teaching process.
B. The secondary teachers' day shall be seven (7) hours and twenty-five (25) minutes in length
and include forty (40) minutes at the end of the school day to be, known as 10th period.
Teacher responsibilities during 10th period shall include: providing assignments for
absentees, extra help, enrichment, scheduled remedial instruction for students who are failing
as per Board of Education policy, teacher-assigned detention, meetings, and other duties
associated with the teaching process. Tenth period activities are to be documented for
department chairpersons on a regular basis. Teachers may, if they so desire, remain longer
for the above-mentioned purposes. Nothing in this definition is to be construed as
eliminating the responsibility of teachers for field trips, review classes or other such activities
directly concerned with the instructional program which may begin and terminate at times
earlier or later than covered by the above definition. Members of the elementary faculty may
volunteer for morning hall duty. If sufficient volunteers cannot be found, a rotational system
shall be devised by the Association and implemented by the Board. If scheduling allows free
lunch time at the beginning or end of a teacher's schedule he/she will not be required to be
in attendance.
C. The school year shall consist of 183 days; allocation between instructional days and
conference days shall be made by the Superintendent. The school calendar shall be arrived
at in consultation with the Association.
D. Teachers shall be required to attend not more than two (2) evening meetings of the general
staff per year including open house or parents' nights. Dates and times of these evening
meetings will be determined by agreement with the Association.
E. Closing of the elementary school or the entire school for workshops and conferences shall
include kindergarten teachers on afternoon sessions.
F. The last two days of the school year will be half-days for the elementary school children.
The teaching staff will work the remainder of the school day on year-end paperwork and
other close-out activities.
G. The District once each semester may schedule a faculty meeting to last no longer than one
hour after the conclusion of the regular work day.
14
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ARTICLE 12 -CLASS SIZE
The Board and the Association agree to the following as a statement of basic intention concerning
class size:
1. Every effort shall be made to maintain a nonnal standard of not more than 25 pupils
per subject matter class. K-6 classes should not exce~d 29 pupils.
2. The maximum teaching load for teachers in grades 7 through 12 shall be 150
students.
3. Special classes for educationally disadvantaged children shall be established as
necessary. Students placed in these classes shall be designated by the Administration
as a result of recommendations of classroom teachers, pupil personnel staff and the
results of standardized tests. The number of children in each such class shall not
exceed 20 students.
4. Special consideration shall be given and efforts made to reduce the size of secondary
English classes.
5. The final detennination of class size shall be made by the Board in consultation with
the Association.
6. The master schedule of high school instructional classes shall be structured to
achieve the intent of this article.
7. Technology, home and careers, science labs and other special subject classes shall
be limited in size to the number of pupils who can occupy the stations available for
safe supervision of the children. This number shall be detennined by the Board in
consultation with the teacher of the subject in accordance with rules, regulations and
guidelines set by the State Education Department.
ARTICLE 13 - TEACHING LOAD
A. Teachers employed in the junior and senior high schools shall be assigned not more than
twenty-five (25) academic instructional periods per week, with the exception of teachers in
special areas (e.g., business, art, technology, home and careers, music, physical education).
However, if any teacher feels that more effective instruction can be.provided in a different
number of periods, consideration shall be given to such proposals. Whenever possible,
teachers will be assigned no more than three (3) preparations per day.
B. In addition to the twenty-five (25) periods mentioned above, teachers in thejunior and senior
high school shall nonnally be responsible for five (5) periods per week working with special
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ARTICLE 13 -TEACHING LOAD, continued
instructional groups or supervisory duty. Special instructional groups or supervisory duty
shall be defined as: study halls, working with small groups, instructional programs (remedial
or advanced), resource activity and building supervision (halls).
C. All teachers shall be provided with five (5) unassigned periods per week for use in job-
related activities (marking papers, preparing lesson plans, etc.). A duty-free lunch period of
at least thirty (30) minutes shall be provided. Supervisory activity at lunch periods in grades
7-12 shall be voluntary on the part of the teacher. If insufficient volunteers are available, a
rotating system shall be devised by the Association and implemented by the Board.
ARTICLE 14 - SUBSTITUTES
A. The Board agrees to make every effort to provide a substitute for each absence of a regularly
assigned teacher. If these efforts fail to produce an available substitute, then the taking over
of a class during the unassigned period shall be voluntary on the part of an individual staff
member.
B. Teachers agree to inform their building office sufficiently in advance so that arrangements
may be made to provide a substitute for their absence.
C. Teachers further agree normally to keep their records and lesson plans in such order and
available so that they may be of significant use to anyone filling in for them. Department
chairpersons shall be available so that they may be of significant use to anyone filling in for
a member of their departments.
D. Administrators shall hold at least one orientation and information meeting for all substitute
teachers and aides who may be used in the District.
ARTICLE 15 - CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
A. The Board and the Association agree that there shall be coordination of curricula in all
subject areas to prevent overlapping and to promote developmental learning.
Funds shall be made available in the regular budget for in-service teacher training and
curriculum development. Utilization of these funds will be determined by the
Administration in consultation with the Association.
Curriculum committees shall include administration and Association representatives. Such
committees shall set the guidelines and criteria for their operation.
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ARTICLE 16 -PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT
A. The Board may provide workshops, conferences, and programs for teachers, designed to
improve the quality of instruction.
B. The activities mentioned in (A) shall be selected, organized and scheduled in consultation
with the Association. Teachers agree to accept the responsibility for attendance at such
officially sponsored activities which concern their area of professional performance.
C. The Board will encourage colleges and universities or SCOPE to provide courses at the
Center Moriches Union Free School District and provide classroom facilities for same.
D. Teachers shall be encouraged to attend conferences, workshops, or meetings in their subject
or grade-level areas, including those held during school hours at other locations. Permission
to attend such activities may be given by the Superintendent of Schools without loss of leave
time or pay to the teacher.
E. The Board agrees to finance the expenses of teachers attending conferences, workshops or
meetings as representatives of the school, whenever prior approval for such attendance has
been granted. In the event that approval is not granted, the teacher and the Association shall
be notified as soon as possible. Payment for all legitimate conference expenses shall be
made after presentation of receipts accumulated for this purpose within a reasonable period
of time. No payments shall be made for items or amounts which are illegal under State Law
or Commissioner's Regulations.
F. Whenever economically feasible and administratively possible, the school vehicle shall be
made available for attending such conferences. Teachers using their own vehicles shall be
reimbursed at the rate established by the Board of Education for employees, but in no event
less than 20 cents per mile.
G. Reports on attendance at conferences underwritten by the Board shall be filed with the
Superintendent of Schools within one week after return from the conference. Copies of the
minutes of meetings may be presented to the Board in lieu of reports.
The Board may approve modified schedules for full-time professional staffmembers in order
to facilitate attendance at college-accredited courses. This modified schedule should not be
construed as a reduction in classroom teaching time, but rather as a rescheduling of the use
of unassigned time.
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ARTICLE 17 -ACADEMIC FREEDOM
A.
B.
The Board and the Association recognize and respect the right of citizens to make
suggestions for the improvement of the public schools, but maintain that no group can deny
academic freedom to educators.
The Board shall, to the fullest extent possible under the law, protect the teachers' right to
academic freedom.
ARTICLE 18 - PROTECTION OF TEACHERS
A.
B.
Complaints about teachers shall be handled as follows:
1. A complaint regarding a teacher shall be called to the teacher's attention as soon as
possible. Complaints directed to Board members regarding a teacher shall be
referred to the Superintendent of Schools.
2. If after such notification a conference with the complainant is called to pursue the
matter, then the teacher shall be notified in writing as to what the complaint was.
3. A written statement of the results of this conference may, by agreement of the
building principal and teacher, be prepared and signed by the building principal, the
teacher and if possible, the person bringing the complaint. This statement shall be
filed in the teacher's personnel folder and a copy filed in the building principal's
office.
Teacher files:
1. Material, excluding references and information obtained in the process of evaluating
the teacher for employment, which is derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service,
character or personality, shall not be placed in the files unless the teacher has had the
opportunity to read the material. The teacher shall acknowledge that he/she has read
the material. The teacher shall then affix hislher signature on the actual copy to be
filed, with the understanding that he/she has read the material and does not
necessarily indicate agreement with its contents.
2. The teacher shall have the right to answer any material filed, and hislher answer shall
be reviewed by the Superintendent of Schools and the appropriate building principal
and attached to the file copy.
3. Upon request by the teacher, he/she shall be given access to hislher file and may
examine its contents in the presence of the Superintendent of Schools or his designee.
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ARTICLE 18 -PROTECTION OF TEACHERS, continued
This does not include the right to examine documents or information which by their legal
or unique nature are specifically prohibited from such examination by the party concerned.
The latter designation would include material which is excluded in paragraph 1.
4. Upon written request by the teacher, he/she shall be furnished a reproduction of any
material in his/her file with the exception of the material excluded in item 1 of this
section or material that is illegal to reproduce.
5. Teacher files sha.ll be available for examination only by the teacher, the
Superintendent of Schools, building principal and members of the Board, unless
otherwise specified by law.
c. Under normal conditions an administrator shall be available on the school premises at all
times during which school is in session. On those occasions on which it is necessary,
provisions shall be made either for someone to assume such authority or for contacting the
appropriate administrator as needed.
D. Under normal conditions a regular non-professional employee of the District shall be
available in the building office at all times during the day. When necessary, provisions shall
be made either for someone to assume such responsibility or for contacting the proper
employee as needed.
E. Parent-teacher conferences shall be scheduled by the teacher or at the request of the parent.
The building principal and/or the guidance counselor may be present at the request of the
teacher and/or the parent.
ARTICLE 19 - STUDENT CONTROL
B.
A. The Board recognizes its responsibility to give all reasonable support and assistance to its
teachers with respect to maintenance and control of good student behavior. Teachers
recognize their responsibility to treat problems of control and discipline in a professional
manner.
Administrative personnel, guidance services, psychological services, parent conferences or
other available means shall be used to bring about a change in the attitude in problem
students and enable them to acquire behavior patterns in the school environment.
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ARTICLE 19 -STUDENT CONTROL, continued
Other available means shall include: pupil personnel team staffing, joint administrator-
teacher-parent conferences, referrals to Family Court, or temporary or permanent suspension.
Any party to the conference may request student participation.
C. Before a chronically disruptive student is returned to class, the ~uilding principal shall
consult the teacher(s) so affected. In the event the building principal doesn't agree with the
. teacher(s) desire to continue the exclusion of the student, the teacher(s) may submit a
memorandum to the building principal expressing dissatisfaction with the decision to return
the student to class.
ARTICLE 20 - TEACHER FACILITIES
A. The Board acknowledges its obligation to provide staffmembers with adequate space in each
classroom in which instructional materials and supplies may safely be stored, a serviceable
desk and chair in each classroom, and well-lighted, properly maintained, and clean rest
rooms for male and female teachers in each school.
B. Appropriately furnished faculty lounge and teachers' lunch room facilities are to be provided
(refrigerator, sink, stove, cafeteria facilities).
C. The Board recognizes the desirability of consulting the professional staffbefore completion
of plans for new facilities.
D. Adequate portions of the parking lots shall be reserved and designated for teacher parking.
E. Sufficient non-professional personnel shall be provided, and schedules for these personnel
so arranged as to insure classrooms which are clean and in good repair.
F. Routine maintenance schedules shall be arrived at in consultation with the Association.
Notification of such schedules as they are adopted shall be given to all staff members.
G. Minor repairs and replacements shall be made as soon as possible upon request. Major
repairs shall be undertaken as soon as it is practical and convenient to do so. Requests
should be made on fonns provided by the District and available in each of the building
offices.
H. Custodial personnel shall be available at all times of the school day to aid teachers and to
take care of emergency situations.
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ARTICLE 21 -SICK LEAVE
A. Thirteen (13) days will be allowed for sick leave each year, five (5) of which may be used
for illness in the immediate family. The total unused portion of sick-leave days shall be
accumulated each year until a total of two hundred fifty(250) days has been reached.
B. Teachers will be provided with a record of accumulated sick,leave during the first week of
school in September.
C. Sick leave accumulated by regular employees hired for less than the full school year shall
be prorated.
D. The Board may require a doctor's certificate for any sick leave of three (3) or more
consecutive days. Any absence of more than five (5) consecutive days shall require a
doctor's certificate indicating the employee's ability to resume required tasks.
E. Teachers who have accumulated a total of70 sick days as of June 30 of the previous year and
who have used no more than two sick days during the current year may sell back up to one-
half of their unused sick days from the current year. Teachers may apply for payment at the
rate of $60 per day no later than June 30. Payment will be made by July 31.
F. If a teacher has not utilized any sick days during the school calendar year, two (2) additional
sick days shall be credited to the accrued sick-leave bank at the start of the following school
year.
G. The parties agree that from the date of the Agreement teachers may contribute one sick day
per year to establish a sick bank for teachers who have exhausted their sick leave due to
catastrophic illness. The parties agree to mutually develop procedures and language related
to administering this sick bank.
A.
ARTICLE 22 - PERSONAL AND BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
Three (3) days of personal leave shall be allowed each year. Personal leave shall refer to
time off necessitated by circumstances in which the scheduling of the required business or
attendance is not within the control of the teacher and cannot be planned or taken care of at
any other time. Normally, personal leave shall not be taken just prior to or immediately
following regularly scheduled vacation periods during the school year. Notification to use
personal leave shall be made in advance by submitting to the Superintendent of Schools a
signed statement indicating that the leave is being taken in accordance with the terms of the
Agreement. Not more than ten (10%) percent of the teaching staff shall be granted personal
leave at the same time. Forms to be used for applying for personal leave shall be devised in
consultation with the Association.
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ARTICLE 22 -PERSONAL AND BEREAVEMENT LEAVE, continued
B. Any unused portion of personal leave days shall be added to the teachers' sick-leave
accumulation pursuant to Article 22, Section A.
C. Upon notification to the immediate supervisor and/or the Superintendent of Schools, a
teacher will be granted no more than three (3) consecutive calendar days' leave of absence
with pay upon the death of the teacher's husband, wife, child, parent, parent-in-law,
grandparent, grandparent-in-Iaw, brother, brother-in-law, sister or sister-in-law. The
Superintendent of Schools shall extend the number of bereavement days through the use of
other forms of accumulated leave time.
ARTICLE 23-ATTENDANCEBONUS
Eligible teachers shall receive a cash bonus for attendance at the end of each school year, as follows:
Number of Days Absent Bonus
o
1
2
$150
100
50
ARTICLE 24 - CHILD-CARELEAVE
c.
D.
A. Child-care leave, without pay, shall be granted for not more than two (2) school years. The
school year shall be defined as September through June.
B. A teacher, when he/she is aware that he/she will require child-care leave, shall notify the
Superintendent of Schools as soon as he/she has medical confirmation.
Questions relating to how long a prospective mother may teach before the birth of her child
shall be determined by the teacher with the advice of her personal physician and the
Superintendent of Schools.
A teacher granted child-care leave during the school year may, at his/her discretion, elect to
remain on such leave through and including the next school year in accordance with
paragraph 1 above, provided that he/she notifies the Superintendent of Schools no later than
May 1 preceding the beginning of the next school year.
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ARTICLE 24 - CHILD-CARE LEAVE, continued
E. After the birth or adoption of the child, a teacher has the option to return to his/her teaching
duties within forty-five (45) days, or must remain on leave without pay for the duration of
the school year. The teacher returning within the forty-five (45) day period shall give the
Superintendent of Schools, in writing, a minimum of one (1) week's notice of such intent,
together with certification from her physician that he/she is able to resume such duties.
F. It 'is the teacher's obligation to notify the Superintendent of Schools of his/her intention to
elect such options as indicated in Section D and E above. Failure to notify the
Superintendent of Schools shall be considered a voluntary resignation.
G. In unusual and/or emergency cases, the Board may, at its discretion, waive all of the
provisions with respect to child-care leave, provided the teacher notifies the Superintendent
of Schools of his/her intent to return earlier than previously expected, and the reasons for the
early return.
ARTICLE 25 - SABBATICAL LEAVE
A. Application for sabbatical leave shall be submitted to the Board prior to February 1 of the
school year preceding the year in which the leave is to be in effect. All tenured teachers shall
be eligible for sabbatical leave.
B. Each request for sabbatical leave shall be judged on its own merit. However, the maximum
number of requests granted during any school year shall be limited to two (2). Sabbatical
leave may be granted for one (1) semester at full salary or two (2) semesters at half ('i'2)
salary .
c. The only criteria for selection shall be the potential value of the proposed study or activity
to the teacher and the District.
D. Requests shall contain a clear statement of the study or activity for which the leave is being
sought. This statement shall include specific details of the project or activity to which the
leave time will be devoted. Employees on study-sabbatical leave shall study only at
accredited institutions.
E. The Board of Education may, at its discretion, grant to any tenured teacher a summer
sabbatical. Compensation for the summer sabbatical shall be one-sixth (1/6) of the
respective teacher's annual base salary.
F. The Board shall notify applicants within thirty (30) days following the filing deadline of its
decision concerning the leave.
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G. Whenever a request is denied, the Board shall supply a written statement of reasons for the
denial.
H. Service credit for salary purposes shall accumulate during the period of sabbatical leave,
provided the teacher agrees to return for a two (2) year period.
1. The Board agrees to reimburse staff members for any expense incurred as a result of
compliance with a request of the Board during the period of sabbatical leave.
J. A report of activities engaged in during the sabbatical leave period shall be made to the
Superintendent of Schools within one (1) month of return to regular employment.
ARTICLE 26 - LEAVE OF ABSENCE
The Board may grant leaves of absence without pay to teachers requesting them. The conditions of
such leaves shall be determined by mutual agreement between the Board and the teacher.
ARTI.CLE 27 - INSURANCE
A. The Board of Education shall contribute 90% of the cost of premiums for the NYS Empire
Core Health Insurance Plan Plus Enhancements, and 90% of the cost of the Center Moriches
district dental plan ($50 deductible with a family cap of $150), or Healthplex plan. The
Board of Education may offer teachers as an option to the New York State Empire Plan,
alternative health insurance programs, with 90% of the annual premium to be paid by the
District. Prior to the implementation of this optional plan, the District shall consult with the
Association and provide it with a complete explanation of the benefits provided by the plan.
It is understood that teachers are under no obligation to participate in the optional plan.
B. The Board agrees to deduct from the salaries of its teachers premiums incurred by teachers
due to participation in the insurance plans. Deductions shall be made in equal installments
from designated pay periods set by the Board in consultation with the Association.
c. During all leave periods for which the teacher receives pay, the Board will continue in force
for such teacher when legally permissible the same insurance coverage as is supplied and
provided to teachers not on leave.
A committee shall be formed consisting of an equal number of Board and Association
members to explore the desirability of establishing a disability plan in the District.
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E. The District will provide payment of 50% of the employer share of the health insurance
premium to any teacher who declines participation in the health insurance program. Such
declination to be on an annual basis and such payment not to be considered as salary and to
be made in a lump sum payment before December 31 each year.
F. The District agrees to maintain the flex benefit plan established for its employees on
September 1, 1996.
G. In the event that a teacher is injured while participating in an activity directly related to
his/her school employment, the teacher shall not be charged with any sick leave days for
which there is Workers' Compensation reimbursement.
ARTICLE 28 - PARAPROFESSIONALS
A. A committee of two (2) representatives of the Association and two (2) representatives of the
Board shall be established to review the use of paraprofessionals currently employed,
determine the need for additional personnel in these areas, and make recommendations for
the utilization of paraprofessionals to improve the educational program and meet the needs
of the students. The elementary school principal will call these meetings.
B. The committee shall make \vritten reports of its findings at least twice a year. Copies of each
report shall be distributed to the Board, the Administration, and all members of the
professional staff.
C. The Board agrees to make all suitable efforts to implement the report of the 1968-69
committee concerning priorities for the use of paraprofessionals.
D. The Board agrees to hire a nurse's aide.
E. The Board agrees to hire two (2) monitors for the elementary school and two (2) monitors
for lavatory patrol.
ARTICLE 29 - SALARY AND OTHER COMPENSATION
A. Teacher salaries shall be paid in accordance with:
1. Schedule "A," effective September 1, 1998, shall be increased by 2.0%
2. Schedule liB," effective September 1, 1999, shall be increased by 2.25%.
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ARTICLE 29 -SALARY AND OTHER COMPENSATION, continued
B.
3.
3. Schedule "C," effective September 1, 2000, shall be increased by 2.3%.
4. Schedule "D," effective September 1, 2001, shall be increased by 2.5%.
5. Upon the signing of the collective bargaining agreement, all newly hired non-tenured
teachers or replacement leave teachers shall be paid at the 90% rate of their
appropriate step of the salary schedule until such time as tenure is granted. After
tenure is granted, the teacher(s) will be paid 100% of their respective salary step.
6. Salaries for registered nurses shall be at the rate of 80% of the BA Step 1 Teacher
Salary Schedule (see Appendix "A").
7. During the term of this contract, the District shall make application for New York
State Excellence in Teaching (EIT) funds. All EIT monies received by the District
during said years shall be used to offset schedules "A," "B," "C," and "D," as
described in A2, A3, and A4 above. There shall be no surplus EIT monies to be
divided in lump sum payments to teachers.
Teachers seeking to qualify for higher salaries based upon additional preparation must
submit a written request by September 15 for the first semester, and by January 15 for the
second semester.
If confirmation by the accrediting school is delayed until later than the September 15 or
January 15deadline, the teacher will be eligible for advancement on the salary schedule upon
receipt of official confirmation from the college. Payments shall be retroactive to the date
of eligibility (September 1 or January 30 first following the actual completion of the courses
in question).
The following procedures must be followed:
1. Lateral movement will be processed upon receipt of official transcripts. Student
copies or grade reports are not acceptable.
2. No credit will be granted without prior approval of the Superintendent of Schools for
undergraduate courses taken after a Bachelor's Degree has been awarded. All
undergraduate credits so approved shall be counted as "in-service" credits.
All graduate credits submitted for approval in the MA+ categories must be completed
after the Master's Degree has been awarded.
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10.
4. Course work with a grade of less than "C" will not be considered for salary pwposes.
5. Teachers shall submit for prior approval by the Superintendent a statement of any
courses or program of study which will eventually be ~ubmitted for salary purposes.
Any course title which cannot be clearly identified in terms of course content shall
be accompanied by the official course description prepared by the college or
university. Approvals will be determined on the basis of relevancy to primary
teaching assignments, degree requirements, areas of certification and value to the
District.
6. Teachers planning to pursue a program of study designed to result in certification in
an area other than their current primary teaching assignment or area of certification
must submit the proposed program in writing for prior approval by the
Superintendent, if such program will eventually be submitted for salary purposes.
Approval will be determined on the basis of relevancy to primary teaching
assignment, degree requirements, areas of certification and value to the District.
7. Teachers have the option to appeal disapproval of course work to the Board of
Education. Teachers should make their initial request for course approval so that in
the event of a disapproval, there will be sufficient time to make an appeal to the
Board of Education prior to enrollment.
8. A maximum of nine (9) hours of salary credit shall be allotted for non-college
accredited courses in movement to each salary level. Only if a maximum of nine (9)
in-service credits are 'used, three (3) of these nine (9) must be directly related to the
state standards and/or assessments, increased graduation requirements, or grade
leveVsubject matter as determined by the Superintendent. All procedures outlined
in this section (Article 29) must be followed.
9. Staff members on columns D, E and F will be permitted to move horizontally to
columns E, F and G by completing graduate and in-service credits as outlined above
without attaining a Master's degree (i.e., column E = BA+60; column F = BA+75;
column G = BA+90).
The parties are in agreement that beginning in 1998-99 a new column, MA + 60, will
be created. Movement to that column will require that at least six (6) of the
maximum nine (9) in-service credits to be used in the move must be related to the
state standards/assessments, increased graduation requirements, or grade
level/subject area department as approved by the Superintendent. Movement to this
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column may also be attained by a teacher who is working on a new area of
certification as per Article 29 (B)(6).
C. Annual increases in salary are not automatic. The Board of Education may withhold
increases or hold any teacher at his or her present salary within the provisions of New York
State Law, the decisions of the Commissioner of Education, and the recommendations, rules
and regulations of any other New York State administrative agencies. Recommendations
will be made by appropriate supervisory and administrative personnel and a copy of each
recommendation shall be given to the Board and to the teacher involved. The Board shall
make known its decision at least one month prior to the end of the school year. The Board
shall provide for a hearing ifrequested and inform the teacher affected of the specific reasons
for denial of an increase in salary. The teacher involved shall have the right to submit the
matter to the Grievance Procedure provided for under Article 5.
D. The Board of Education may award an additional amount of money, which shall be no less
than $500, for education, preparation and/or experience beyond that provided for in this
Agreement. A teacher may apply for this differential on his or her own initiative, or may be
recommended for it by a supervisor, department chairperson, or school administrator. In each
case, the decision and the reasons for it shall be made known to the teacher and the
Association no longer than one month after application. Deadlines for application are
September 15 for the first semester, and January 15 for the second semester.
If a teacher is denied this differential, a hearing will be provided as explained above; and the
teacher will have the right to submit the matter to the Board of Review.
E. The Board may hire new teachers to the District at any salary step commensurate with the
proven or potential quality of the teacher, as well as experience and educational background,
upon recommendation of the appropriate supervisory and administrative personnel.
F. Extra-curricular salaries shall be paid in accordance with Schedule "E" attached to and part
of this Agreement. Coaching salaries shall be paid in accordance with Schedule "F." An Ad
Hoc Committee will be formed to study the addition of new clubs (the committee shall have
three members from the District and three from the Association). In the event the Board of
Education authorizes any new extra-curricular positions, the salary for such new positions
shall be negotiated with the CMTA.
Home-bound instruction teachers shall be compensated at the rate of $27.36 per hour,
effective on September 1, 1998, $27.98 per hour, effective on September 1, 1999, $28.62
per hour, effective September 1, 2000, and $29.34 per hour, effective September 1,2001.
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H. Summer driver education teachers and faculty members assigned to review and develop
curricula shall be compensated at the rate of 1I200th of the teacher's salary on a per-diem
basis.
I. Summer school teachers, Accelerated College Entry course teachers and Scholastic Aptitude
Test teachers shall be compensated at the rate of30% of monthly salary for each month of
teaching a double period.
J. Teachers will return to the District all jury duty pay, less transportation, for each day of
absence from their teaching duties.
K. Department chairpersons, lead teachers, and the Athletic Director shall be paid in accordance
with Schedule "G."
L. Hourly salary shall be computed for all teachers on the basis of 11200of base salary, divided
by 6.5 hours.
M. Chaperons shall be paid as follows, provided prior authorization for such paid service has
been received from the Superintendent of Schools:
1. $32.64 per event, effective September 1, 1998, $33.37 per event, effective September
1, 1999, $34.14 per event, effective September 1,2000, and $35 per event, effective
September 1, 2001.
2. Overnight chaperons shall be paid at the rate of$53.55 per day, effective September
1, 1998, $54.75 per day, effective September 1, 1999, $56 per day, effective
September 1, 2000, and $57.40 per day, effective September 1,2001.
3. When chaperons do not return from a day field trip until after 5:30 pm, they shall be
compensated at the rate of $8 per hour, to a maximum of 5.5 hours, effective
September 1, 1998, $8.18 per hour to a maximum of 5.5 hours, effective September
1, 1999, $8.37 per hour to a maximum of5.5 hours, effective September 1,2000, and
$8.58 per hour to a maximum of 5.5 hrs., effective September 1, 2001.
The Board of Education may, at its sole discretion, award a lump sum payment of$I,OOOto
any teacher who has, in the Board's opinion, enhanced the quality and standards of the
District. Said payment shall not be made part of the annual base salary of the teacher. This
provision shall not be reviewable under the terms of this agreement or any other
administrative agency.
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ARTICLE 30 -ADMINISTRATIVE ROUTINES
Changes in existing administrative routines or operational rules which directly affect the functioning
of teachers shall be developed in consultation with the faculty council. This provision shall not be
subject to Stage Four of the grievance procedure under Article 5.
ARTICLE 31 - ETHICS
The Association and the Board agree to adopt and follow the Joint Code of Ethics as promulgated
and adopted by the New York State United Teachers and the New York State School Boards
Association.
ARTICLE 32 - MISCELLANEOUS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. This Agreement constitutes Board and Association policy for the term of said Agreement,
and the Board and Association agree to carry out the commitments contained herein and give
them full force and effect as Policy.
B.
. Copies of this Agreement shall be printed at Board expense and a copy given to every
teacher now employed or hereafter employed by the Board. The Association shaIi receive
twenty-five (25) copies of this Agreement for its files and to assist in the implementation of
the Agreement.
C. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of this Agreement to any employee or
group of employees shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or application shall
be deemed invalid; but all other provisions or applications shall remain valid and continue
in full force and effect for the life of the Agreement. The invalidation of any section of the
Agreement shall not invalidate the Agreement.
D. The Board shall provide a written definition of the duties, responsibilities and authority
delegated for any position held by a teacher and involving direct supervision of and authority
over any other member of the professional staff.
E. Representatives of the Association shall have an opportunity to present their views
concerning the proposed instructional calendar for the coming year before it is adopted by
the Board.
F. The Association and Board shall provide the names of authorized representatives who shall
be available over the summer and the Board agrees to have its representatives notify and
consult with them whenever items covered by this Agreement shall arise over the summer.
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ARTICLE 32 -MISCELLANEOUS AND GENERAL PROVISIONS, continued
G. Copies of all forms normally utilized by teachers shall be available in the building offices.
H. Required annual physical examinations of teachers may be performed in school by the school
physician upon request of the individual teacher. Arrangements shall be made by the teacher
through the District Office.
I. Required annual physical examinations of students shall be carried out with a minimum of
disturbance to the normal school program. Priority scheduling of such examinations shall
be established during the students' fre~ periods or as a part of the physical education
program.
J. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the
additional funds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body
has given approval.
ARTICLE 33 - RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN
The parties agree to a retirement incentive program. Teachers are entitled to the retirement incentive
as specified in this article if they retire when first eligible without penalty. Penalty shall be defined
as a lowering of pension benefit because the teacher did not meet the minimum requirement
established by their tier in the retirement system.
Additionally, teachers who opt to retire early and are at least 55 years of age with a minimum of 15
years of service credit on the salary schedule shall also be entitled to the retirement incentive; e.g.
a Tier II teacher who has 20 years of service credit but is only 59 years of age.
Incentive benefits include one day's pay for each two days of accumulated sick leave, not to exceed
one hundred days compensation, based on salary rate at the time of retirement.
The District will also pay 90% of the premiums for health insurance during retirement for those
teachers who are eligible for the incentive. The District and the retiree shall enter into an individual
contract regarding the 90% health insurance paYments to be made by the District for the duration of
his/her lifetime. Such provision shall cease upon the demise of the former employee.
The parties agree that the additional compensation shall be paid in one lump sum upon retirement.
. .
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ARTICLE 33 -RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PLAN, continued
The parties agree on the notification schedule as follows:
1. By April 1, 1999, for retirement to become effective
July 1, 1999
2. By November 1, 1999, for retirement to become
effective February 1, 2000
3. By April 1, 2000, for retirement to be effective July
1,2000
4. By November 1, 2000, for retirement to be effective
February 1, 2001
5. By April 1,2001, for retirement to be effective July 1,
2001
6. By November 1,2001, for retirement to
be effective February 1, 2002
7. By April 1, 2002, for retirement to
Be effective July 1, 2002
The parties agree that the retirement incentive benefit provision involving payment for health
insurance will specifically terminate on August 31, 2002, and will not carry over to a successor
agreement unless specifically negotiated into the subsequent agreement. The parties agree that
should negotiations for a successor agreement fail to produce a new agreement, effective September
I, 2002, teachers who first become eligible for retirement in the period between August 31, 2002,
and the signing of a new agreement, will be eligible for the same incentive as is offered in this
agreement.
The parties agree that teachers who have opted not to accept prior retirement incentive programs are
not eligible for the incentive program as specified in this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 34 -DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be effective as of September 1, 1998, and shall continue in effect through
August 31, 2002.
ASSOCIATION BOARD
d/)utAlk~ l
President ..
~
M/ &JJ--.
/ Chief~tiator Chief Negotiator
~/Z,/1r
Date I '
~i b77;(
fate
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EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE
09io 1/98 09/01/99 09/01/2000 09/01/2001
2.00% 2.25% 2.30% 2.50%
$27,131 $27,741 $28,379 $29,089
$28,488 $29,129 $29,799 $30,543
$29,913 $30,586 $31 ,289 $32,071
$31 ,408 $32,115 $32,853 $33,674
$32,978 $33,720 $34,496 $35,358
$36,221 $37,126
START
YEARS 2-5
YEARS 6-9
YEARS 10-13
YEARS 14-17
YEARS 18+
APPENDIX "A"
REGISTERED NURSES
1 SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES SHALL BE AS STATED BELOW.
BENEFITS FOR REGULAR PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT SHALL BE PRO-RATED.
A. SALARY - FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES (SCHOOL CALENDAR YEAR)
B. BENEFITS
1 SICK LEAVE 15 DAYS PER YEAR
2 PERSONAL LEAVE 3 DAYS PER YEAR
3 BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 3 DAYS FOR MEMBERS OF IMMEDIATE
FAMILY, AS DEFINED IN ARTICLE 22.
4 HEALTH & DENTAL INSURANCE AS PROVIDED FOR TEACIDNG STAFF ON A
SIMILAR BASIS
5 RETIREMENT BEGINNING IN 2000-2001, THE RETIREMENT
INCENTIVE PROVISION AS PER ARTICLE 33
OF THE AGREEMENT WILL BE A V AILABLE
TO THE REGISTERED NURSES
2 THIS APPENDIX REPRESENTS THE TOTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
FOR REGISTERED NURSES. .
IF ANY OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE ALLEGEDLY VIOLATED, THE NURSES
MAY USE THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE OUTLINED IN ARTICLE 5.
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APPENDIX B
AGREEMENT
This is an agreement by and between the Center Moriches Union Free School District and
a tenured teacher.
In consideration of the services rendered by as a teacher for the past years and upon the event
of her retirement, the Center Moriches Union Free School District hereby agrees to pay no less than 90% of the premiums for
the health benefit plan (family or individual) in effect at the retirement of for the remainder of
life pursuant to the existing Collective Bargaining Agreement.
It is understood by the parties that the term "health benefits" is intended to mean:
The same level of health benefits in effect for employees who are actively employed by the District pursuant to the
applicable Collective Bargaining Agreement. It is understood that the level and extent of such coverage will change as changes
are made in each succeeding Collective Bargaining Agreement, if any.
The School District specifically recognizes that has relied upon the promise contained
herein by the School District to pay the aforesaid benefit costs for the lifetime of
Employee Date
Date
Superintendent of Schools
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SCHEDULE "A"
20/0
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 1998
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60
A B C D E F G H
1 33,914 35,144 36,413 37,732 39, 1
°
1 40,514 41 ,980 43,500
2 35, 144 36,413 37,732 39,101 40,514 41 ,980 43,499 45,073
3 36,413 37,732 39,101 40,514 41,980 43,499 45,075 46,706
4 37,732 39,101 40,514 41 ,980 43,499 45,075 46,707 48,397
5 39,101 40,514 41,980 43,499 45,075 46,707 48,398 50,150
6 40,514 41 ,980 43,499 45,075 46,707 48,398 50,149 51 ,964
7 41 ,980 43,499 45,075 46,707 48,398 50,149 51,966 53,847
8 43,499 45,075 46,707 48,398 50,149 51 ,966 53,847 55,795
09 45,075
0 46,707 48,398 50,149 51 ,966 53,847 55,796 57,815
10 46,707 48,398 50,149 51 ,966 53,847 55,796 57,815 59,907
11 48,398 50,149 51,966 53,847 55,796 57,815 59,908 62,076
12 50, 149 51 ,966 53,847 55,796 57,815 59,908 62,079 64,325
13 51 ,966 53,847 55,796 57,815 59,908 62,079 64,325 66,653
14 53,847 55,796 57,815 59,908 62,079 64,325 66,652 69,064
15 55.796 57,815 59,908 62,079 64,325 66,652 69,066 71,566
16 57,815 59,908 62,079 64,325 66,652 69,066 71,566 74,156
17 59,908 62,079 64,325 66,652 69,066 71,566 74,157 76,841
21 62,079 64,325 66,652 69,066 71,566 74,157 76,842 79,623
26 64,325 66,652 69,066 71,566 74,157 76,842 79,624 82,506
TEASCHE. WK3 11/03/98
SCHEDULE " Sit
2.25%
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 1999
SA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60
A B C D E F G H
1 34,677 35,935 37,233 38,581 39,981 41 ,426 42,925 44,479
2 35,935 37,233 38,581 39,981 41 ,426 42,925 44,478 46,087
3 37,233 38,581 39,981 41 ,426 42,925 44,478 46,089 47,757
4 38,581 39,981 41 ,426 42,925 44,478 46,089 47,758 49,486
5 39,980 41,426 42,925 44,478 46,089 47,758 49,487 51,278
6 41,426 42,925 44,478 46,089 47,758 49,487 51,278 53, 134
7 42,925 44,478 46,089 47,758 49,487 51 ,278 53,135 55,058
8 44,478 46,089 47,758 49,487 51,278 53,135 55,058 57,051
9 46,089 47,758 49,487 51,278 53, 135 55,058 57,051 59,116
10 47,758 49,487 51,278 53,135 55,058 57,051 59,116 61 ,255
11 49,487 51 ,278 53, 135 55,058 57,051 59,116 61 ,255 63,472
12 51,278 53,135 55,058 57,051 59,116 61,255 63,475 65,773
13 53, 135 55,058 57,051 59,116 61,255 63,475 65,772 68,153
14 55,058 57,051 59,116 61,255 63,475 65,772 68,151 70,618
15 57,051 59,116 61,255 63,475 65,772 68,151 70,620 73,176
16 59,116 61 ,255 63,475 65,772 68,151 70,620 73,176 75,825
17 61,255 63,475 65,772 68,151 70,620 73,176 75,826 78,570
21 63,475 65,772 68,151 70,620 73,176 75,826 78,570 81,414
26 65,772 68,151 70,620 73,176 75,826 78,570 81,416 84,362
TEASCHE.WK3 2 11/03/98
SCHEDULE " C "
2.3%
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 2000
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60
A B C D E F G H
35,474 36,761 38,089 39,468 40,900 42,378 43,912 45,502
2 36,761 38,089 39,468 40,900 42,378 43,912 45,501 47,147
3 38,089 39,468 40,900 42,378 43,912 45,501 47,149 48,856
4 39,468 40,900 42,378 43,912 45,501 47,149 48,856 50,624
5 40,900 42,378 43,912 45,501 47, 149 48,856 50,625 52,457
6 42,378 43,912 45,501 47,149 48,856 50,625 52,457 54,356
7 43,912 45,501 . 47,149 48,856 50,625 52,457 54,357 56,325
8 45,501 47, 149 48,856 50,625 52,457 54,357 56,324 58,363
9 47,149 48,856 50,625 52,457 54,357 56,324 58,363 60,476
10 48,856 50,625 52,457 54,357 56,324 58,363 60,475 62,664
11 50,625 52,457 54,357 56,324 58,363 60,475 62,664 64,932
12 52,457 54,357 56,324 58,363 60,475 62,664 64,935 67,285
13 54,357 56,324 58,363 60,475 62,664 64,935 67,285 69,720
14 56,324 58,363 60,475 62,664 64,935 67,285 69,719 72,242
15 58,363 60,475 62,664 64,935 67,285 69,719 72,245 74,859
16 60,475 62,664 64,935 67,285 69,719 72,245 74,859 77,569
17 62.664 64,935 67,285 69,719 72,245 74,859 77,569 80,377
21 64.935 67,285 69,719 72,245 74,859 77,569 80,378 83,287
26 67,285 69,719 72,245 74,859 77,569 80,378 83,288 86,302
TEASCHE.WK3 3 11/03/98
SCHEDULE " D"
2.5%
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 2001
BA BA+15 BA+30 MA MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60
A B C D E F G H
36,361 37 ~680 39,041 40,455 41,923 43,438 45,010 46,639
2 37,680 39,041 40,455 41,923 43,438 45,010 46,638 48,326
3 39,041 40,455 41 ,923 43,438 45,010 46,638 48,328 50,077
4 40,455 41,923 43,438 45,010 46,638 48,328 50,077 51,890
5 41,922 43,438 45,010 46,638 48,328 50,077 51,891 53,769
6 43,438 45,010 46,638 48,328 50,077 51,891 53,769 55,715
7 45,010 46,638 48,328 50,077 51,891 53,769 55,716 57,733
8 46,638 48,328 50,077 51,891 53,769 55,716 57,733 59,822
. 9 48,328 50,077 51,891 53,769 55,716 57,733 59,823 61,988
10 50,077 51,891 53,769 55,716 57,733 59,823 61,987 64,230
11 51,891 53,769 55,716 57,733 59,823 61,987 64,231 66,556
12 53,769 55,716 57,733 59,823 61,987 64,231 66,559 68,968
13 55,716 57,733 59,823 61,987 64,231 66,559 68,967 71,463
14 57,733 59,823 61,987 64,231 66,559 68,967 71,462 74,048
15 59,823 61,987 64,231 66,559 68,967 71,462 74,051 76,731
16 61,987 64,231 66,559 68,967 71,462 74,051 76,731 79,508
17 64,231 66,559 68,967 71 ,462 74,051 76,731 79,509 82,386
21 66,559 68,967 71,462 74,051 76,731 79,509 82,387 85,369
26 68,967 71,462 74,051 76,731 79,509 82,387 85,370 88,460
TEASCHE.WK3 4 11/03/98
.. SCHEDULE E
09/01/98 09/01/99 09/01/2000 09/01/2001
2.00% 2.25% 2.30% 2.50%
ACTIVITY TREASURER $3,203 $3,275 $3,350 $3,434
YEARBOOK $1,601 $1 ,637 $1,675 $1,717
DECA CLUB $1,601 $1,637 $1,675 $1,717
SENIOR CLASS $1,601 $1,637 $1,675 $1,717
STUDENT COUNCIL - HS $1,601 $1,637 $1,675 $1,717
NEWSPAPER $1,425 $1 ,457 $1,491 $1,528
DIRECTOR (HS MUSICAL) $1 ,425 $1,457 $1,491 $1,528
ACADEMIC TEAM COORDINATOR $1 ,425 $1,457 $1,491 $1,528
MUSIC - ELEMENTARY $1 ,425 $1,457 $1,491 $1,528
VOCAL COACH ACCOMPANIST (HS MUSICAL) $1,425 $1 ,457 $1,491 $1,528
COMPUTER CLUB $1,201 $1 ,228 $1,256 $1,287
JUNIOR CLASS $1,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1,287
KEYHOLE MAGAZINE $1,201 $1 ,228 $1,256 $1,287
MUSIC-HS INSTRUMENTAL $1,201 $1 ,228 $1,256 $1,287
MUSIC-JH HIGH INSTRUMENTAL $1,201 $1 ,228 $1,256 $1,287
MUSIC JR/SR VOCAL $1 ,201 $1,228 $1,256 $1,287
MUSIC ELEM. INSTRUMENTAL $1,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1,287
SCHOOL STORE HS $1,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1,287
STAGE BAND $1,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1,287
STUDENT COUNCIL - ELEM. "$1,201 $1 ,228 $1,256 $1,287
STUDENT COUNCIL -JR. HIGH $1,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1,287
SIXTH GRADE CLASS ADVISOR $1,201 $1,228 $1,256 $1,287
WEIGHT TRAINING CLASS $1,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1,287
MOOT COURT $1 ,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1 ,287
YEARBOOK FINANCIAL $1 ,201 $1 ,228 $1 ,256 $1 ,287
ART CLUB - ELEM. $978 $1 ,000 $1,023 $1,049
CHOREOGRAPHER-HS MUSICAL $978 $1 ,000 $1,023 $1,049
ELEMENTARY CLASSBOOK $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1 ,049
FRESHMAN CLASS $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
FROST V ALLEY ADVISOR $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
INTERACT CLUB $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
SADD $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
SAFETY PATROL $978 $1 ,000 $1,023 $1,049
SOPHOMORE CLASS $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
ACADEMIC TEAM COACH I $978 $1,000 $1 ,023 $1,049
ACADEMIC TEAM COACH II $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
TECHNOLOGY COACH $978 $1 ,000 $1,023 $1,049
CHESS CLUB $978 $1,000 $1,023 $1,049
AFRO-AMERICAN CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811
ART CLUB HS $757 $774 $792 $811
DRAMA CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811
ECOLOGY CLUB-ELEMENTARY $757 $774 $792 $811
ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB - HS $757 $774 $792 $811
FRENCH CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811
HOME EC CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811
HONOR SOCIETY -HS $757 $774 $792 $811
HONOR SOCIETY - JH $757 $774 $192 $811
SPANISH/LATIN -AMERICAN CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811STEP DANCE $757 $774 $792 $811JH MENTA THALON - THINKING CAP CLUB $757 $774 $792 $811
MUSICAL BUSINESS MANAGER $757 $774 $792 $811
ASSIST ANT DIRECTOR (HS MUSICAL) $757 $774 $792 $811
11/03/98 SCHEDE. WK4\
09/01/98 09/01/99 09/01/2000 09/01/2001
2.00% 2.25% 2.30°.10 2.50%
ACTIVITY
SOCCER
VARSITY GIRLS $4,253 $4,349 $4,449 $4,560
VARSITY BOYS $4,253 $4,349 $4,449 $4,560
JR. VARSITY GIRLS $3,403 $3,479 $3,559 $3,648
JR. VARSITY BOYS $3,403 $3,479 $3,559 $3,648
JH GIRLS $2,127 $2,175 $2,225 $2,280
JH BOYS $2,127 $2,175 $2,225 $2,280
CROSS COUNTRY 7-12 $3,828 $3.914 $4,004 $4,104
BASKETBALL
VARSITY GIRLS $4,425 $4,524 $4,628 $4,744
VARSITY BOYS $4,425 $4,524 $4,628 $4,744
JR. VARSITY GIRLS $3,538 $3,618 $3,701 $3,794
JR. VARSITY BOYS $3,538 $3,618 $3,701 $3,794
JH GIRLS $2,211 $2,261 $2,313 $2,371
JH BOYS $2,211 $2.261 $2.313 $2.371
SOFTBALL
VARSITY $4,253 $4,349 $4,449 $4,560
JR. VARSITY $3,403 $3,479 $3,559 $3,648
JH $2,127 $2,175 $2,225 $2,280
BASEBALL
VARSITY $4,253 $4,349 $4,449 $4,560
JR. VARSITY $3,403 $3,479 $3,559 $3,648
JH $2 127 $2.175 $2.225 $2.280
CHEERLEADING
WINTER $2,298 $2,350 $2,404 $2,464
VOLLEYBALL
VARSITY $4,253 $4,349 $4,449 $4,560
JR. VARSITY $3,403 $3,479 $3,559 $3,648
JH $2,127 $2,175 $2,225 $2,280
~VARSITY $4.253 $4.349 $4 449 $4.560
,
.
v CHED LE F
THE HOURLY RATE FOR BOTH ELEMENTARY & HIGH SCHOOL INTRAMURALS WILL BE:
1998.99
1999.2000
2000-2001
2001.2002
$30.60
$31.29
$32.00
$32.80
PAYMENT FOR JV SPORTS IS BASED ON 80% OF VARSITY STIPEND; JUNIOR-HIGH IS 50% OF VARSITY.
PAYMENT FOR CROSS COUNTRY AND SPRING TRACK IS 90% OF SOCCER/SOFTBALL.
11/03/98 1 SCHEDF.WK4\
09/01/98 09/01/99 09/01/2000 09/01/2001
2.25% 2.30% 2.50%
MAJOR DEPARTMENTS
CERTIFIED CHAIRPERSONS $2,138 $2,186 $2,236 $2,292
UNCERTIFIED CHAIRPERSONS $1,832 $1,873 $1,916 $1,964
MINOR DEPARTMENTS 09/01/98 09/01/99 09/01/2000 09/01/2001
2.25% 2.30% 2.50%
CERTIFIED CHAIRPERSONS $1,424 $1,456 $1.490 $1.527
UNCERTIFIED CHAIRPERSONS $1,119 $1,144 $1,170 $1,200
09/01/98 09/01199 09/01/2000 09/01/2001
2.25% 2.30% 2.50%
A THLETIC DIRECTOR $3,039 $3,107 $3 179 $3,258
PHYSICAL EDUCA T/ON /CERTIFIED $2.138 $2.186 $2,236 $2,292
...
~~H.f:O.u LE ~
COMPUTER
ENGLISH
GUIDANCE
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
SCIENCE- HS
SPECIAL ED - ELEM.
SPECIAL ED - HS
SOCIAL STUDIES
ART
BUSINESS
HOME & CAREERS
LANGUAGE
LIBRARY
READING - ELEM.
READING - HS
SCIENCE - ELEM.
TECHNOLOGY
MAJOR VS MINOR DEPARTMENT STA TUS IS DETERMINED BY FIVE OR MORE TEACHING POSITIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT
EXCEPT FOR THE COMPUTER CHAIRPERSON, WHICH IS THE EQUIVALENT OF A MAJOR DEPARTMENT.
11/03/98 SCHEDG.WK4\
